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Objectives and Research



Design Brief
(Re)Imagine the brand identity of a local bike hire scheme in Peoria. This can be one that already exists, but most likely, a 
completely new scheme based down in the ever growing redeveloped Warehouse District.

Research the different types of schemes (see links to a Chicago one and the enormously successful London scheme, then 
pick either a GPS, dock based or monthly lease bike scheme, depending on what makes the most sense in Peoria. This 
challenge is all about the brand identity for your scheme. Don’t get hung up on what makes this scheme different from others, 
but instead how your brand identity can encourage people to opt for a bike over other options of transport around and about 
Peoria.

Your brand should consider the opportunities bike hire can offer someone in your city, the experiences they’ll encounter and 
create an identity that sells this opportunity. Along the way your campaign message should be able to create a sense of 
empowerment, self-esteem, self-achievement, and a sense of ‘doing good’ for the environment and personal health of your 
target audience.



Research and Audience
My research involved looking at other existing bike share brands. I primarily looked at Divvy because it is 
close to Peoria, but I also looked Santander, Citi Bike, Bay Wheels, Charlotte Joy Rides, and others. 

When considering my target audience, I researched the benefits of cycling. There were several health 
benefits, such as a better heart, better immune system, better sleep, etc. There is also the environmental 
benefits to bike riding. However, the two benefits that I liked the most were improving mental health and 
improving socially. 

For my audience I first narrowed down the age to young adults. Then I began thinking of what the 
audience’s goals would be. I decided to focus on people who want to get involved in the community and 
are looking for an adventure/entertainment from cycling. 



Research



Mindmap



Sponsor
My sponsor had to be more community based, so it could not be a health center or 
anything health base like other bike share companies (Divvy). 

I searched for things to do in Peoria to find a company that is fun and community 
based, so it fits with my brand. 

After looking at a few companies such as PACE and Peoria Riverfront Events. 

In the end I decided to use the Peoria Civic Center as my sponsor because it has 
several events with a strong sense of community. 



Creating the Brand
Name

When deciding on the brand name I wrote down several words that fit with the feel of the brand. Words like 
free, leisurely, swift, journey, feel, cycle, ride, wind, wheels, etc. I then looked at the common sounds in 
these words. There was a lot of ee, i, ure, and s sounds. Using these sounds as well as typical bike words I 
began to write down a whole bunch of brand names. 

After having a third party look at the list of names, the names were narrowed down to five: Ryders, 
Rydaround, Wheelbee, Bikunity, and Byk. I narrowed it down to Byk and Wheekbee.

With these two names in mind I decided to create sketches for both and ended up only creating sketches 
for one. 



Finding a Name



Creating the Brand
Name continued

I really enjoyed sketching for the brand Wheelbee, and I felt like it had the best fit for the fun community 
based audience I had picked. Bees hop from flower to flower, I want my audience to stop by the many 
businesses in Peoria. Bees live in a community. And bees have a strong theme I can build a brand off of. 
Byk is a good name, but it reminds me of Nike and feels more sporty, which is not where I wanted my 
brand to go. 

So, I decided to use WheelBee as the official brand name. 

The tagline came easily after that. “Where will you bee?” As in where will you bike too? It conveys the 
message of exploring different places in Peoria with the WheelBee bike. 



Sketches





Where will you BEE?



Brand Identity





Logos



Bike Wrap



Bike Rack
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Merchandise
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Promotion



Billboard



Billboard



Social Media



Playbill



Playbill



Business Bingo
Players would travel around on WheelBee bikes and take selfies of themselves 
with the bike

They would need to visit the small businesses on their Bingo card to fill it out

Once they get a Bingo, they receive a free shirt or beanie

Builds community, encourages bike riding, helps small businesses 



Campaign Goal
The goal for this campaign is to encourage consumers to hop on a WheelBee bike, explore Peoria, and 
then hopefully become a part of a strong WheelBee community.    

Intended Consumer Actions
The hope is for consumers to see the WheelBee advertisements, or others sporting a WheelBee bike or 
merch, and want to join that community. The billboard for instance shows a hashtag that would link to 
social media advertisements. Real customers would post where they BEE and are featured on WheelBee’s 
page and may get free stuff from it. The playbill ads would encourage people to get involved with Peoria. 
The ads would be at Civic Center events and would get larger and more detailed the closer the WheelBee 
event gets. Business Bingo would encourage people to not only use WheelBee, but also find out more 
about Peoria and its community.


